THE PEARL

A PICTURE BOOK OF LIGHT

The above image holds the three principles of atomic light: absolute effect, functional
trinity, and natural double duality. Miniature from the Kálmánchey Codex, created in
Buda around 1480 by the order of Domonkos Kálmánchey, Head Provost of Fehérvár
(White Fortress), diplomat and high priest of King Mátyás (Matthias Corvinus Rex).
The breviary is one of the peeks of European Humanist Renaissance spirituality,
mentality, and art, and torch of the Hungarian Cult of Light. (Today in the OSZK,
Budapest, source of image: internet.)

This booklet offers a spiritual, mental, and sensory adventure in pursuit of a certain
Pearl. This Pearl is the vehicle of light, the seed of light, is living light itself. What is
light? The desire for understanding is our winged arrow, shooting across abstract and
physical spheres of light, light-structures of nature, the human-faced worlds of light
and shadow, reaching the great universal fellowship of light. The discovered seeds of
light are everywhere: they are atomic particles of cosmic dust, abundant in the world
and in our life. Original order is revealed in the nature, operation, and structure of the
seeds of light observed and experienced. Our great tradition is revealed in the texture of
aboriginal seed cultures. Our good law is revealed in the model of organic seed
language. Our true story is revealed in looking back. And our bright future is revealed
in the return. The sequence of luminous seeds leads to an inner source of light.
In the still surviving original culture of the Pearl, where seeds of light are kept intact in
language, mentality, and memory, the word for seed is MAG, as in the Hungarian or
MAGYAR language. In certain explications, etymons from Magyar are cited
(/phonetically where necessary/), for they are crucial in understanding and resonating
key universal energies, systems and connections. Much depth is still lost in translation.
This booklet mostly cites results of Magyar thinkers, and images from the Magyar
heritage, due not to partiality but full direct relevance and reference to the MAG
universe. MAG consciousness is global, and evokes collective memory and energy.
The sketched images are free-hand copies by the author, their source indicated in
parentheses. A number of figures and concepts originate in The World of the Seed
(Zsuzsanna Váradi-Kalmár, in: The Cultic Code, 2015.), this source is also indicated in
parentheses. The figures and seed-schemes without indication of source, as well as all
interpretation and systematization originate in the well-head of the author, whose
background is both scientific and artistic. The cause of imperfect forms is a lack of time
and drawing skill, but there is intention behind carrying out this project in a less
technologised way. The creation and re-creation of these images is an initiation in
itself. The cause of sketched explanations is the explicit intention to involve the reader
intellectually and intuitively, particularly since much of the information hidden in these
images arrives from and points beyond time and words.
For the wealth of material thanks to the prevailing keepers, who protect the seeds of
light with their life and work, even in hours of darkness. Endless thanks to the Pearl for
the serious game, and for the incomparable sensation of discovery.

1. Targeting the Pearl, the source of light: the mounted archer comes to present the
Pearl by the cult of mounted archery. Adventure, bow, and lyre make their impact
based on reflex attachment, as they begin and end in the mysterious heart. Hun
mounted archer, Inner Asian drawing. (source of image: internet, hereafter referred to
as: net)

2. Primarily, the Pearl is the world, and the Pearl is light (VILÁG: world & light): a
single universal seed (MAG) consisting of innumerable seeds (hologram). The basis of
the absolute nature of light is the interaction between energy and matter, part and
whole. (Zsuzsanna Váradi-Kalmár, The World of the Seed, 2015., hereafter: World of
the Seed)

3. Secondarily, the Pearl is a system: a world of light differentiated into sub-systems.
The basis of the absolute operation of light is functional stratification. (World of the
Seed)

4. Thirdly, the Pearl is a seed of light: an autonomous elemental particle (photon). The
basis of the absolute effect of light is the point of origin and end. This cosmic seed of
life, the centre is hidden and manifest in all phenomena of the world, at once
containing and distributing itself, at once mystic flower and fruit of life. (Centreless, this
figure is the so-called E8 mathematical-geometrical phenomenon. Source of the
completed, centred figure, interpreted as seed: World of the Seed.)

5. The sun cross or circle cross is the sign of light: the cosmogram creating, defining,
and maintaining life. Totality and all its parts are centred, oriented, autonomous units.

6. Simply, doubly and triply stratified circle cross: the inner differentiation of the seed
of light

7. The atomic structure of Atlantis, according to tradition, based on the description by
Plato: triply stratified seed of light (image: net)

8. The inner differentiation of the static seed of light carries dynamic within itself.
Triskele/triskelion, triply stratified seed, and Sicilian triketra (three-legged)/trinakria
(three-angled).

9. The three aspects of light’s observability. The model of light is the model of life
itself. The symbol system testifies that the trinity is: mother-father-child, matterenergy-form.

10. The three universal basic forms of child drawings, in seed-scheme. The
archetypical forms and their universality has been discovered by József Molnár V.
According to this result, every child in the world starts out in life with a clear,
differentiated consciousness of light.

11. Our visible Sun as seed of light. The real life of the Sun has been recognised by
astronomer Attila Grandpierre. (image: net)

12. The eye (/SEM/) as seed of light

.

13. The physical atom as seed of light (image: World of the Seed)

14. The Earthly atom as seed of light (image: World of the Seed)

15. The minimal model of the living cell (Tibor Gánti, Az élet princípiuma/The
principle of life, 1971.)

16. The living cell as seed of light: the chemoton-system of Tibor Gánti, in seed
scheme

17. The plant seed as seed of light. The seed structure is simultaneously defined by
forces of stasis and growth. In the MAG tradition, the word MAG refers both to the
whole seed, and to its centre: this is the basis of hologramic analogy.

18. The functional stratification of the seed of light: task of the plant seed’s parts

19. Polar seeds of light in a plant torus. Trace of Manichean Cult of Light, painted
wooden ceiling cassette of the Protestant temple of Csengersima, Upper-Tisza Region,
1761. (Gábor Pap, Az ég mennyezeti / The Celestial Skies, 2012., hereafter: Ég
mennyezeti)

20. The growth of light: torus, stem, tree of life, seeds of life: i.) illustration of the
Scythian gold treasure of Nagyszentmiklós, 8-10th C.; ii.) handle inlay of a karikás lash
from Zemplén. (Hoppál-Jankovics-Nagy-Szemadám, Jelképtár/Symbol Compilation
2004., hereafter: Jelképtár)

21. The five arch elements of light. Five successive ceiling cassettes, sanctuary of the
Protestant temple of Gyügye, Upper-Tisza Region, 1767. (Ég mennyezeti)

22. The round form as the effective sphere of an axial vortex; the sphere as fruit; the
torus of the apple; sky-earth uniting tree in the cosmogram of seed cultures e.g. Berber
and Nile; cosmogram of sky-earth forces united in the centre; same in reflection
symmetry; Buddhist dorje and crowned-rooted tree, as the formula of polar energy, the
inner self-reflection and magnetism of light

23. The model of harmonized natural-cosmic levels, originally in the example of an
oak tree (Marko Pogačnik, Az elementárok, 1998./Nature Spirits and Elemental
Beings, 1995.)

24. The natural-cosmic life of a tree as seed of light: seed scheme of the Pogačnikmodel’s levels

25. Man as natural creature of light. “Radial headed human figures of Ket shaman
drums.” (Lajos Bíró, Táltosok könyve / Book of the Táltos, hereafter: Táltosok
könyve)

26. Man as cosmic creature of light. Mayan golden Sun-man. Crespi-collection,
Ecuador. (image: net)

27. Sky- and earth-uniting tree cosmograms in magnetic reflection symmetry; One
Arch God (EGY-ŐS-TEN), Magyar runic (ROVÁS) ligature/conjoining, as seed- and
flower-bearing tree; Ethiopian seed-man-tree

28. Cosmic seed-man, „Sun-headed man“ c.1000 BC. (Táltosok könyve)

29. Seed scheme of light-consciousness

30. Falcon spirit (SÓLYOM SZELLEM) with three seeds: source and dynamic of light.
Babilonian Sumerian/Chaldean image of unity. “Akhaimenid plaque from Persepolis”.
(image: net)

31. Individual human life as seed of light (World of the Seed)

32. The inner structure of the human seed of light: the seed scheme of the Magyar
kokárda (round banner)

33. Humanity as an outwardly unified, inwardly stratified seed of light. The scheme of
MAG humanity divides the unity of our race into three functional sub-species/subsystems. According to the cosmic-natural seed model, “Sem-Kham-Jafeth” is: the
MAG, the /SIK/, and the HÁM.

34. Peoples’ seed of light. Light-consciousness operates in archaic MAG traditions and
languages: their common concentric model and coordinative principle is the seed,
presenting the operation, nature, and structure of the seed of light. Such are e.g. the
Sumerian/Chaldean, Etruscan, Celtic, Magyar, the aboriginal cultures and languages of
the Americas, the Pacific, and Asia. Indirectly, however, all the races of the world carry
light-consciousness: it is this scheme which Cain falls out of again and again through
inorganic mental programs.

35. The natural-cosmic-human seed of light: the structure of individual holism

36. The triadic source of light as Sun-Moon-Wind (NAP-HOLD-SZÉL). Cosmic
creation as human-faced system of one-trinity (EGY-HÁRMAS). Sequence of painted
ceiling cassettes, Protestant temple of Csengersima. (image: Ég mennyezeti)

37. Human language as seed of light. The structural model and triadic code of
coordinative, agglutinative MAG languages: the holistic, organic, magnetic mental
program of the universal Law of Unity. (World of the Seed )

38. The atomic particle of MAG languages: inner magnetic dynamism of the linguistic
seed of light. The model verifies that all seeds are magnets.

39. The mysterious heart of the atom: polar balance and dynamic in the very core of
the linguistic seed. Key Magyar etymons carry simultaneous verbial and nominal sense
in a single word, a maximal complexity of meaning in minimal form, e.g. ÉL is
edge/blade & to live, ÉG is sky & to burn, VÁR is fortress & to wait, etc. The
mystery of creation reveals itself in the amazing duality of TWO MEANINGS AND
EXISTENTIAL QUALITIES in ONE FORM, directly manifesting the marriage of
sky and earth, energy and matter, the living and the life. These pearls of words cannot
be man-made, but are traces of a sacral language of higher dimensions.

40. The conjunction within the core of the linguistic seed has direct relevance to light
in Magyar. The F/V/B/P and R/L sounds are formulated dynamically and statically
along a sonic axis, and unravel exposed and hidden levels of luminal reality. In the
MAG tradition, BÁR and PÁL are the two poles of the clearest, strongest light. The
scale of balance is: M.

41. The second stratum of the linguistic atom, the /SIK/ carries a further, autonomous
seed scheme with triadic stratification: the circle of personal pronouns by which we
basically define the world. Archaic MAG languages like Magyar do not categorise
grammatical genders, they do no draw walls between man and woman, sky and earth,
energy and matter, avoiding falling into the error of arbitrary subordination. Organic
language programs remember the One as the source of polarity. The sum of MAG
personal pronouns is the harmonious cycle of a communal “we”.

42. The unbroken cycle of personal pronouns is reversible, so the seed scheme itself
becomes reversible. Sum: the harmonious cycle of a natural-cosmic “We”.

43. Linguistic GMO: the broken seed scheme of personal pronouns in the Arabic and
Hebrew languages of the “Semitic” family. This gender-splitting mental program
appeared around 2600 BC, splitting consciousness since the Old Akkadian religious
coup. The basic ideology of this model is the separation of genders, and the arbitrary
subordination of the feminine principle. This results in the irreversible linearity and
partiality of further linguistic structuring. Sum: cosmic, racial, social, and psychological
conflict. The peoples of “Semitic” languages, however, could have been
Ham/Kam/Kan/Kon, i.e. Hun tribes before the violation.

44. Linguistic GMO: following the “Semitic” tendency, English, German, Italian,
Spanish, French, and Russian etc. languages of the “Indo-European” family are
programmed by a different kind of broken model of personal pronouns. This gendersplitting mental program appeared around 800 BC, splitting consciousness since the
Greek, Roman, and “Judeo-Christian” Empires. In this ideology, besides the
submission of the female gender, the code of ecological terror also appears: the
exploitability of nature categorised as neuter. Sum: conflict. The peoples of these
languages, however, could have been Scythian or Hun tribes before the corruption.

45. The manipulated world of light, the wedged wheels of life, and the shadow world.
Rohonczi Codex, early 16th C., Batthyány Library in Rohoncz (today in the MTA,
image: net).

46. The coat structure of the unharmed linguistic seed is supposed to hold the scheme
of space and time: unlike linguistic GMOs, organic languages build concentric mental
constructions, which facilitate the naturally-socially-cosmically synchronised magnetic
resonance of the participant. Space as seed of light. (World of the Seed)

47. Time as seed of light (World of the Seed)

48. Light interweaves the world: Celtic woven cross (József Molnár V., Világ-virág /
World/Light-Flower , 2013., hereafter: Világ-virág )

49. Interwoven qualities of sky and earth: upward and downward oriented flame/dropshaped human cosmogram. Scythian stone figure (KŐBABA)/menhir
(electromagnetically resonant stone statue). (image: net)

50. Coptic and Berber cross (author’s own), Tibetan accessory (net)

51 Personality and fate as seed of life (image from the film A Sense of a Maze, 2010.,
World of the Seed)

52. Initiation/rite of passage as seed of light (World of the Seed)

53. Narrative-metanarrative transmission: the magnetic field of cult, originally in the
example of ritual novels (World of the Seed)

54. Metanarrative particle: the essence of spatial-temporal art as seed of light: further
deep atomic structure of the phase of identification (World of the Seed)

55. Alchemical initiation as the structure of baptism by light

56. Initiatory Sun-temple, ground plan of the central building, Konark, Orissa, India
(image: net)

57. Sources and passage of light in the initiatory temple of Velemér. The key of the
path of light is the flower-of-life sanctuary. (József Kovács - Gábor Pap, „A bölcsesség
házat épít magának” / “Wisdom builds its own house”)

58. The initiatory Sacred Crown of Hungary, manifestation of the ancient Hungarian
Cult of Light (image: net)

59. Energetic nodes of the Sacred Crown. The antenna (cosmic axis beginning in the
centre) is the cross. The source of light (centre) is the solar plexus of the top picture’s
cosmic Pantocrator (see image 89). (image: net)

60. Energetic strata created by the nodes of the Sacred Crown

61. The Sacred Crown as seed of light: energetic seed scheme and functions/phases

62. The operative order of the Sacred Crown: the recognition of the two conjoining
spirals of energy is the result of Gábor Pap, through sacral astrology (image: net)

63-64. The two autonomous, opposingly oriented spirals of energy: small circle (leftwards) and large circle (right-wards). The signal is clear: the key of the passage of light
is in the heart. (the two circles of Gábor Pap taken apart)

65. The inner energetic spiral of the seed of light: double spin, detail of a Coptic relief,
Ethiopia, 6-7th C. (image: Világ-virág)

66. The key symbols of the Manichean Cult of Light, grapes and pumpkin, on the
central cassette, temple of Gyügye (Ég mennyezeti)

67. Magical seal on the temple wall of Tarnaszentmária. The formula of the seal signals
the dual Sun and the axis of our elliptic orbital Solar System. The dual Sun is visible
(Sun) and invisible (Moon). So our real “Sun” is not the visible one, but the centre
defined by the axis. (dr. Judit Tóth, Szent korona, a mágikus pecsét / Sacred Crown,
the magical seal, hereafter: Mágikus pecsét)

68. The back of the Scythian golden mirror of Kelermes: the structure of our Solar
System, 6-7thC. BC. (Tamás Rumi, Két kör / Two Circles 2011., hereafter: Két kör)

69. Inca golden Sun-disc. There are several further proportion-images of our Solar
System in Tamás Rumi, Körök és korok, e.g. Sun cassette sequence of Csengersima
(see image 36.), the black táltos stone of the Csepregi family, two spiral towers of St.
Gallen Abbey, two copper balls of the two pillars of Solomon’s temple, Sun and Moon
circles of the Sacred Crown’s Pantocrator (see images 87-88.), stone head of Aztec
Moon Goddess and Aztec Sun-stone, Tutankhamon’s death mask (14th C. BC.),
classical depictions of Adam and Eve in Paradise, etc. (image: net)

70. Pair of spinning roses on a memorial wooden headpiece-couple in Kalotaszeg,
Körösfő (Világ-virág)

71.”Symbols of the human hand continuing the work of creation,” on the ceiling of
the Protestant temple of Szentsimon, Felvidék (Hungarian Upper Region), 1650. (Ég

mennyezeti)

72. Connection between the direction of water whirlpools and the tendency of sonic
resonance, based on the ethnographic observation of Victor Schauberger (in: Josef Just,
Az elemi lények segítése / The support of elemental beings)

73. Connection between the direction of script and the resonance tendency of
consciousness

74. Double cosmic spin, axis, man. Wooden shield from Borneo, Indonesia. (Világ-

virág)

75. The World Axis: Kaduceus / staff of Hermes / sceptre of Mercury (net)

76. Seth and Horus around the sign of alliance, on the throne of Pharaoh Sesostris I.
(1971-28 BC), Egypt (net)

77. Tibetan world spiral: one matter, two forces, triadic structure of the seed of light
(image: net)

78-79. The central dual nature of light is primarily: love. The embrace and bliss of
matter and energy, sky and earth, the cosmic marriage in the cosmic heart is the polar
magnetism at the centre of every atom. Hevajra mandala and magnified image of its
core (image: net)

80. The well of life: love is the fountain where matter and energy are One. The picture
reminds us that seeds of light operate by a double fusion / twin spiral. Trace of the
tantric tradition in the Hungarian Christian Renaissance Cult of Light, Kálmánchey
Codex, Buda, c.1481.

81. The secondary interpretation of magnetic light polarity is: fellowship. The essence
of reflex attachment is coded in the symbols of parallel and crossing. “The betyár
figures of the shepherd’s carving evoke the formula of concord and confluence with
fokos and gun.” Mirrored box carving from the Dunántúl (Trans-Danube) Region,
19th C. (Világ-virág)

82. Hittite Scythian archer twins, golden statue, Kul-Oba kurgan, Crimea, 4th C. BC.
(net)

83. Two-, three-, and four-component woven seals: i.) centre of Coptic cross
(author’s own); ii.) top ornament of the Hungarian Royal Sceptre (net); iii.) traditional
Magyar weaving of the Advent wreath (Czárán Eszter, Világnak Virága, 2005).

84. Light polarity and its result: the world-tree. Cretan cross-stitch embroidery (image:
net)

85. Ark of light, with the inner structure of the seed, Csengersima. (Ég mennyezeti)

86. The triadic inner differentiation of the seed of light. The two great luminous
sources, and the flower of the world/light, Szentsimon. (Ég mennyezeti)

87. World-dragon as axis of light. Illustration of Ket shaman apron. (Két kör)

88. Christ-man as Earthly Pantocrator (All-Effecter or Almighty) and light axis. The
forehead centre (third-eye chakra) emblem of the Hungarian Sacred Crown (image:
net)

89. Christ-man as cosmic Pantocrator and source of light. The head apex (crown
chakra) emblem of the Crown. (image: net)

90. Pantocrator with feminine aspect: long hair, erased features. The fresco discovered
in the rock sanctuary of Mount Thot, Thebes, Egypt, by archaeologist Győző Vörös
(Győző Vörös, Templom Théba koronáján / Temple on the Crown of Thebes)

91. The crucifix as cosmic tree, Christ as spinning force: windrose. Rohonczi Codex.
(image: net)

92. Pali light cross: the illumination program of the Nazir/Nazarene Order. “Nasrani
menora”, Kottayam, Southern India. (image: net)

93. Pálos light cross: illumination program of the White Order of the Pilis. The
emblem of the electromagnetic stone of Pilisszántó.

94. Triad of tree of light, state/animal (ÁLLAT-ÁLLAPOT) of light, and flower/world
(VILÁG-VIRÁG) of light. The lion of Esztergom. (image: net)

95. Circle of light, coat of arms as axis of light, with Sun-animal and the bright star of
Venus. Domonkos Kálmánchey’s coat of arms with high priestly mitre, Kálmánchey
Codex.

96. Rukma vimana/sikara (SZEKÉR is cart, SZIKRA is spark): celestial vehicle, the
source of Divine rule in the Vedas. Its direct interpretations are: the palace/cart of the
Gods, royal palace, legendary flying vehicle, automatically moved celestial vehicle,
throne. Northern India: hill-top. Southern India: the model of nagar (Dravidian) tower
architecture. According to tradition, the vimana is seven-floored… (net)

97.Vimana ground plan: triadic operative system (image: net)

98. Crystal grid, laid out, explained, and operated by an 8-year-old American boy. The
network collects electromagnetic signals, the battery accumulates them, and passes
them on to the centre (rhombus). The antenna vibration, which begins in the apex of
the centre, sends the system’s unified signal into the great cosmic system - and receives?
The system may also be identified with the neural system of the female body... (net)

99. Crystal grid as seed of light

100. Woman as crystal grid. Image of an ark/chest (SZUSZÉK) from Ajnácskő. (Világ-

virág)

101. Coptic stele/tomb relief, Ethiopia, 8th C. (Világ-virág)

102. “Mayan inter-dimensional star map” (image: net)

103. Galactic and Earthly spiral and circle: Scythian golden falcon, Litoy kurgan, 6th C.
BC (image: net)

104. The great celestial ring discovered by Hungarian astronomers in 2015. (The wide
central belt is the Milky Way.) The circle (or spiral?) consisting of 9 gamma-ray
eruptions is the farthest and largest celestial object discovered to date. According to
professor Lajos Balázs who lead the observation, this discovery contradicts today’s
official cosmology (and morality), which says that the universe is, on the grand scale,
homogenous and isotropic, meaning that it does not have a distinguished place or a
distinguished direction. Based on the observed image, we must suppose a cosmic
centre, and a direction leading towards it. (net)

105-6. Unity of source (mother – matter) and aim (son – energy), cause and result.
Their common world is the pomegranate: a single world of light, containing
innumerable seeds of light. Sandro Botticelli, Madonna of the Pomegranate, c.1487
(Botticelli album)

107. Fruit of light and its polar bearers, the “Envoys of Canaan” on the ceiling cassette
of the Protestant temple of Técső, Upper-Tisza Region, 1748. (Ég mennyezeti)

108. Cosmic light clustering, ceiling cassette of the Protestant temple of Székelydálya,
Székelyföld, 1630. (Ég mennyezeti)

109. Through its cosmogram, the structure of the initiating place transforms the
interaction of sky and earth into humanly compatible magnetic energy. Borobudur
temple complex, ground plan, Java, Indonesia. (image: net)

110. The proportion of sky- and earth-effects in the inner core of the sri yantra / sri
chakra (4 up, 5 down), (image: net)

111. Frozen crystals of linguistically programmed waters: i.) Japanese “thank you”; ii.)
Hungarian “love”. (Dr. Masaru Emoto, A víz üzenetei, 2004. / The Hidden Messages
in Water, 2005., hereafter: Víz üzenetei)

112. i.) Water crystal with the program of Hungarian “holy soul” (Víz üzenetei); ii.) the
form of the inner circle is the heart, the form of the heart is polar unity.

113. The spiral-centred, seven-rayed cosmogram of the soul. Buddhist-Manichean
Samanid mandala seals on the wall of the “Ak Astana-Baba mausoleum”, Khorezm,
11th C. (Mágikus pecsét)

114. The Pearl as living source-creature: the great path of the arrow is run by light
itself, which erupts and returns into itself. Scythian golden deer, Zöldhalompuszta,
Mezőkeresztes, Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County. (image: net)
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